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CONCURRENT SIMULATION OF PLASMA REACTORSMarc Rieel, Stephen Taylor, and Jerrell WattsScalable Concurrent Programming LaboratorySyracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244e-mail: steve@scp.syr.eduandSadasivan ShankarTechnology Computer Aided Design GroupIntel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA 95052KEY WORDSVLSI and Simulation, Multiprocessors, Concurrency,Monte Carlo, Plasma.ABSTRACTThis paper summarizes the computational techniquesbehind a novel concurrent simulation method used forstudying the neutral ow inside plasma reactors. Thetechnique is intended to cope with low pressure ow(less than 1.5 Torr) in realistic three-dimensional ge-ometries. It is based on the Direct Simulation MonteCarlo method to accurately model rareed gas ow.The concurrent formulation operates on a broad vari-ety of shared-memory multiprocessors, multicomputers,and networked workstations.INTRODUCTIONPlasma processing equipment accounts for approxi-mately 20 percent of the setup cost for a new semi-conductor manufacturing plant. The cost of these pro-duction facilities is escalating, as are the research anddevelopment costs of introducing each new generationof processing technology. One of the key pieces of equip-ment in microelectronics manufacturing is the plasmareactor, used in 30 to 40 percent of processing steps. Itis widely recognized that the development of computa-tional tools for modeling plasma reactors is essential toreduce the costs, both of validating new reactor designs,and of improving manufacturing processes.Process engineers seek simulationmethods that areincreasingly realistic, pushing toward three-dimensionalmodels of complex geometries and reacting chemistry.Acceptable simulation results require not only appro-priate chemical and physical models, but also substan-
tial investments in geometric modeling, grid generation,post-processing, and analysis techniques. These stepsin the design cycle are interrelated, and the processof obtaining a meaningful result is frequently a time-consuming, iterative process. Simulation techniqueswill continue to have limited engineering applicabilityuntil each of these steps is addressed in a comprehensivesimulation methodology.This paper summarizes a novel concurrent simula-tion technique intended to address the overall designcycle of a simulation. It is described in the contextof the simulation of low-pressure (less than 200 Pa /1.5 Torr) neutral ow in the Gaseous Electronics Con-ference (GEC) reference cell. The technique integratesa variety of ideas taken from computational uid dy-namics and nite-element methods. A central aim is toexploit existing industrial tools, already in use by pro-cess engineers, to shorten the design cycle to acceptableengineering timescales.The reactors of interest involve weakly collisionalplasmas (with degree of ionization  10 4) withelectron-impact gas-phase reactions and ion-enhancedsurface reactions. Neutral ow is of importance instudying these systems since it determines the reactorpressure, the center-of-mass motion, and the productionof chemically-active species. In addition, the lateral lo-cation and possible agglomeration of particulates aredetermined by the characteristics of neutral ow. Sincepressure drops are higher in low pressure reactors, thestudy of neutral ow is critical to optimal design. Theow can be supersonic close to the showerhead, andgood design is necessary to avoid large pressure dropsand highly asymmetric ows.Neutral ow in low pressure reactors is in the tran-sition regime. The mean free path of particles is on
the order of the characteristic length of the reactor;this is too large for continuum methods, but too smallfor free-molecular simulations. The Direct SimulationMonte Carlo (DSMC) method (Bird 1994) is an alter-native technique for modeling rareed gas dynamics.Neutral ow calculations require only simple chemicalmodels, yet are extremely useful from an engineeringperspective. Moreover, these calculations are a naturalprecursor to more complex studies of ion and electrontransport.COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUEThe concurrent simulation technique involves four pri-mary stages:1. Automatic Grid Generation. A three-dimensional geometry denition is taken directlyfrom CAD/CAM descriptions already available toprocess engineers. An unstructured tetrahedralgrid is then constructed automatically.2. Static Partitioning. The grid is subsequentlypartitioned for execution on any of a wide varietyof concurrent architectures.3. Concurrent DSMC. Scalable concurrent algo-rithms are then to reduce the numerical simulationtime. These algorithms model neutral ow usingthe DSMC technique. Adaptive gridding is used toautomaticallymaintain the accuracy of the simula-tion. Dynamic load balancing is used to maximizeprocessor utilization.4. Post-Processing. Finally, simulation results foreach partition are re-constituted and analyzed us-ing particle-based visualization tools.Grid Generation & PartitioningReactors are typically designed using CAD/CAM pack-ages, where engineers specify the curves and surfacesthat dene the reactor geometry. The concurrent simu-lation technique uses a boundary-tted computationalgrid, extracted from this CAD/CAM denition.Axially-aligned grids are unable to represent thecurved geometry of a realistic reactor. Structured hex-ahedral grids are dicult to generate automatically forcomplex geometries. In contrast, mature techniquesexist for automatic generation and smoothing of un-structured tetrahedral grids. These grids are able toeciently represent complex geometries, and standardalgorithms are available for their adaptive renement.
Realistic computational grids can often be too largeto t in the memory of any single processor. The con-current simulation technique is therefore based on theconcept of over-partitioning: The grid is decomposedinto a number of partitions, and several partitions aremapped onto each processor. Each of these partitionsrepresents a portion of the grid that can be simulatedconcurrently by communicating information to neigh-boring partitions. This allows the memory require-ments for each processor to be inversely proportionalto the number of processors, and avoids address con-icts on shared-memory architectures.The initial partitioning is based on a volume decom-position that preserves locality. Cells are sorted in eachdimension and grouped according to their sorted posi-tions. Adjacent cells are therefore likely to be mappedto the same partition. This procedure attempts to min-imize the surface area of the partitions, and hence thetotal amount of communication required during a sim-ulation. It also attempts to minimize the number ofneighbors for each partition and therefore the numberof separate communications required.This simple partitioning strategy is sometimes in-adequate if a large number of partitions is required.It allows the number of cells in a partition to varywidely, and it allows a partition to have an undesir-ably large surface area. These problems can result inimbalances in processor load and memory usage, andin excessive communication. In these cases, static bal-ancing is necessary. This is achieved using a concurrentalgorithm that computes the solution to the heat equa-tion, @u@t = r2u where u is an estimate of the mem-ory and computational cost of a partition, and r2u isa measure of local imbalance. The parameter  rep-resents the desired accuracy of load balance speciedwhen setting up the simulation; for example,  = 0:1balances each processor to within 10%. The variableu is computed as the sum over all cells in a partition,u = PcellsA +BVcell where A is an estimate of thexed cost per cell, and B is an estimate of the cellcost proportional to the cell volume Vi. Each cell istreated as a discrete quantity of heat that can be trans-ferred between adjacent partitions in order to evenlydistribute the cost. Cells are selected for transfer insuch a way as to preserve locality and to minimize thearea of surfaces shared between partitions. This processterminates when all partitions have roughly the samememory and computational costs.Partitions are mapped to computers in such a wayas to place neighboring partitions in the same or adja-cent computers, again maximizing locality. Information
is exchanged between partitions on neighboring com-puters using message-passing, while information is di-rectly exchanged between partitions on the same com-puter (or computers sharing memory). The mapping ofmultiple partitions to each computer allows the overlapof communication and computation: if one partition isblocked, awaiting communication, another partition onthe same computer may still proceed.Over-partitioning allows partitions of diering sizesto be mapped to the same computer in order to balanceload and memory. Specifying the number of computers,and therefore the total number of cells per computer,provides control over the granularity of the computa-tion, i.e., the ratio of computation to communication.Generally speaking, this corresponds to the ratio of thevolume (n3 for a characteristic dimension n) to the sur-face area of all partitions in a computer (n2). Adjustingthe granularity allows the simulation to be matched toa wide variety of concurrent architectures. On plat-forms with high communication costs, such as networksof workstations, a small number of large partitions maybe used. By contrast, a larger number of smaller parti-tions may be used on distributed-memory multiproces-sors that employ fast communication technology.Concurrent DSMCThe Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methodsolves the Boltzmann equation by simulating individualparticles. Since it is impossible to simulate the actualnumber of particles in a realistic system, a smaller num-ber of simulation particles are used, each representinga large number of real particles. Statistical techniquesare employed to obtain the correct macroscopic behav-ior. Computational grid cells are initially lled withsimulation particles according to density, temperature,and velocity specications. The simulation takes dis-crete steps in time, during which a transport model isused to move particles, a collision model is used forparticle-particle interactions, and a boundary model isused for interactions between particles and surfaces.Macroscopic properties, such as density and tempera-ture, are computed by appropriate averaging of particlemasses, positions, and velocities.Figure 1 outlines the concurrent algorithm executedby each partition of the computational grid. For themost part, particle transport is local within a parti-tion (2a), however, a particle may move across a cellface on the boundary between two partitions. In thiscase, it is communicated to the appropriate neighbor-ing partition (2b). In a single timestep, a particle maycross several partition boundaries and thus require sev-
eral rounds of communication. In order to improve com-munication eciency, all particles exchanged between asingle pair of partitions are combined into a single mes-sage. Once all of the particles have been placed in theirnew cell locations, the collision and boundary modelsare employed independently within each cell (2c). Atthe end of a timestep, global information, such as the to-tal number of particles in the domain, is computed (2d)and a check is made to determine if grid adaption (2e)or load balancing (2f) would be advantageous.Figure 1: Parallel AlgorithmFor each partition:1. Initialize partitions according toinitial conditions (locally)2. While more steps are necessary(a) Calculate new particle positions (lo-cally)(b) Exchange particles between parti-tions (local communication)(c) Collide particles (locally)(d) Compute global information (globalcommunication)(e) Adapt Grid(f) Balance Load3. Conclude computationTransport Model. The transport model is concernedwith moving particles through the computational gridfor a specied period of time. It uses ray-tracing tech-niques to determine the nal location of a particle atthe end of a timestep. In an unstructured grid, thisis achieved by computing a particle's path in each cellthat it traverses.To determine whether a particle will move into an-other cell, it is necessary to calculate which cell facethe particle's trajectory will rst intersect. In the pres-ence of a uniform acceleration, particles follow parabolictrajectories. The intersection time between the parti-cle's curved trajectory and each cell face, is calculatedand the closest face along the trajectory is determined.The intersection time for that face is compared to the
timestep length t. If the intersection time is greaterthan t, the particle will not hit any faces in the cur-rent timestep and can therefore be moved directly to itsnew position. If, however, the intersection time is lessthan the timestep, the particle will hit the closest face.Most cell faces are internal to partitions, and particlesmove through them to adjacent cells. If the cell face ison the boundary between partitions, the particle is sentto the adjacent partition. If the cell face corresponds toa physical surface, the boundary model is employed todetermine the interaction between the particle and thesurface.Since the transport model is primarily local to apartition only information about the cell containing theparticle is used. This contrasts sharply with DSMC im-plementations that require global grid information inorder to move particles. In that case, the entire gridmust be replicated at each computer, limiting scalabil-ity. Collision Model. The collision model characterizesparticle-particle interactions. Simplistic collision mod-els can lead to erroneous results, while unnecessarilycomplex models can dramatically increase simulationtime. Binary collisions are fundamentally an N-squaredinteraction for N particles. For simulations involvingmillions of particles, it is impractical to consider allpossible interactions. If the mean free path is largerthan the cell size, there can be no statistically signif-icant spatial gradients due to collisions. The DSMCmethod therefore needs only consider collisions betweenparticles in the same cell. Collisions are thus performedindependently within each cell and concurrently in eachpartition. Statistical techniques are used to determinethe correct number of collisions in time proportional tothe number of particles in the cell.The collision model uses an acceptance-rejectionmethod based on collision tests. The frequency of col-lision tests in a cell is computed. The collision modelmakes a series of tests at the appropriate frequency andprobabilistically chooses particles to collide updatingtheir post-collision velocities appropriately. A varietyof collision models have been developed, however, forthe Argon simulation presented here the Variable SoftSphere (VSS) model (Koura 1992) is sucient.Boundary Model. During grid generation, cell faceson the same surface are grouped together. When con-guring a simulation, a surface type is specied for eachgroup. The surface type of a face determines particle-surface interactions on that face. The three surfacetypes used in the GEC simulation are inow, outow,and accommodating. Standard DSMC techniques are
used to model inow and thermally-accommodatingsurfaces. The outow model allows surfaces of the reac-tor to be partly-reective. The reectivity, r, speciesthe probability that a particle hitting a surface will bespecularly reected back into the reactor. Particles thatare not reected exit the reactor, as though through anexhaust pump. The reectivity is adaptively modiedduring the simulation so as to maintain the pressure ata chosen reference point within the reactor.During grid partitioning, an additional surfacetype, partition, is created to represent shared bound-aries between partitions. Recall that a partition surfaceis introduced at each cell face located on the boundarybetween partitions. A particle arriving at a partitionsurface is sent to the appropriate neighboring partition.The time taken for the particle to reach the surface issubtracted from the current timestep to obtain the re-maining time during which the particle must be movedupon arrival at the neighboring partition.Grid AdaptionIn the DSMC method, error is related to the localKnudsen number, the ratio of the mean free path tothe cell size. If the cell size is too large, erroneous re-sults are obtained. If the cell size is too small, compu-tational resources are wasted, and statistical scatter isincreased. The mean free path is an average parametercomputed during a simulation. Thus it is not possi-ble to generate an optimal grid before simulations havebeen conducted.To resolve this issue an iterative manual approachcan be used. A rough initial grid is used to obtainestimates of the mean free path throughout the grid.Based on visual inspection of these estimates, a newgrid is generated, with increased or decreased resolu-tion where necessary. This process is repeated until anacceptable solution is found. This approach requirestime-consuming manual intervention for non-trivial ge-ometries and increases the overall simulation time. Analternative is to adapt the grid automatically during thesimulation to ensure accuracy without wasting cells.In our current simulations, a course initial grid isgenerated that serves to accurately dene the reactorgeometry. Periodically during the simulation, the localKnudsen number is computed in each cell. Cells withinsucient Knudsen numbers are marked for adaptionso long as they contain a sucient number of parti-cles. The adaption technique leverages standard meth-ods (Kallinderis 1993) drawn from nite element anal-ysis. When a cell is marked for adaption, an edge inthat cell is selected. A new point is introduced along
this edge, each cell that shares the edge is split into twonew cells, and each face that shares the edge is splitinto two new faces. Careful selection of edges ensuresthat repeated adaption does not cause the grid qualityto deteriorate.Since grid renement is a local process, it can usu-ally be conducted within a single partition. In caseswhere an adapting edge lies on a partition boundary,only the partitions sharing that boundary need to beaware of the adaption. Thus the communication andsynchronization costs of grid adaption are minimal.Furthermore, grid adaption can be performed infre-quently during a calculation without substantial lossof accuracy.Load BalancingRecall that the computational cost of a single simu-lation timestep for a grid partition is a function of thenumber of grid cells and particles that it contains. Boththese quantities change dynamically in the presenceof particle transport and grid adaption. It is there-fore impossible to initially partition a complex three-dimensional grid so that load will be balanced amongprocessors throughout the computation. For this rea-son, in general, no static partitioning and mapping willyield an optimal load balance.The concurrent simulation technique employs aload balancing algorithm based on the notion of heatdiusion: workload at a given computer is treated asheat to be diused to other computers. This process isdescribed by the parabolic heat equation, @u@t = r2uwhere u is a measure of the work required for a singletimestep in each partition and  is a specied accuracyof balance. The algorithm is composed of ve distinctphases (Watts 1996):Load Evaluation: The load of each partition is esti-mated based on empirical timings. Partition loads aresummed on to determine computer loads.Protability Determination: Once computer loadshave been measured, the presence of a load imbalancecan be detected. If the gain of load balancing exceedsthe cost, load balancing is performed.Work Transfer Calculation: Neighboring comput-ers exchange load information, and solve the heat equa-tion, using a second-order Crank-Nicholson method.This process determines the ideal workload that mustbe transferred between each neighboring pair of com-puters in order to balance a calculation. This is a con-tinuous value calculated to achieve an ideal distributionof computational load among computers.
Partition Selection: A set of partitions, each rep-resenting a discrete quantity of load, is selected for ex-change between neighboring computers, in order to sat-isfy the ideal workload as closely as possible. This se-lection procedure may require partition exchanges inorder to achieve the desired work transfers.Partition Migration: Once selected, partitions aretransferred from one computer to another. This processis fault-tolerant. In the event that insucient memoryis available at the destination, a recovery procedure isinvoked.This technique has a variety of useful proper-ties: It provably converges and its rate of conver-gence can be determined analytically. It involves onlynearest-neighbor communication and is therefore scal-able. Load balancing is initiated infrequently and onlywhen the outcome will reduce total simulation time.EXAMPLE SIMULATIONA thorough validation of the neutral ow model hasbeen completed. Results for several one-dimensionalheat transfer problems have been compared with ana-lytical results (Zhong 1995; Rieel 1995). Results fortwo-dimensional hypersonic ow past a cylinder, withmultiple gas species, each with rotational and vibra-tional energy modes, have been compared to numericalresults from Ivanov et. al. (Gimelshein 1996). Suitableexperimental data is not yet available for neutral owin the GEC Reference Cell.
Figure 2: Initial GridThe simulation shown here uses the geometryshown in Figure 2. Simulations were performed usingArgon. Gas was injected through the showerhead abovethe wafer at 300K, with a density of 6:41020m 3 and aspeed of 29.4 m/s; gas exits at the base of the reactor.The reactor walls are assumed to be accommodating
at 300K and the wafer is heated to 370K. The outowsurface adapts to maintain a pressure of 2.66 Pa (20mTorr) at a point just above the center of the wafer. Atimestep of 1 10 5 seconds was used.Figure 3 shows an example of the ow results thatare obtained and illustrates the average ow velocityin vertical plane. The ow rapidly curves around thewafer and down to the outow. There is a clear non-uniformity above the wafer. Flow velocity is muchhigher at the edges of the wafer than at the center.
Figure 3: Vertical VelocityFigure 4 shows the total kinetic energy of the sys-tem, obtained by summing the kinetic energy of eachparticle in the domain. This drops from a high initialvalue of around 0.05 J to a converged value of around0.03 J. The slight increase around 0.15 seconds is the re-sult of activating grid adaption. Results were obtainedby averaging from around 0.15 seconds, and representa point in the computation where all convergence hasoccurred and the measured pressure is within 1% of thetarget pressure.
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Figure 4: System EnergyCONCLUSIONThis paper has outlined a novel concurrent DSMCmethod and demonstrated the method on three-dimensional simulations of the GEC reference cell.
Large-scale simulations of realistic reactor geometriesare now possible within realistic engineering timescales.Using a relatively small parallel machine such as a 14-processor SGI Power Challenge or a 72-processor IntelParagon, simulations have been conducted on a varietyof proprietary reactors that have had a direct impact onthe understanding of process eects. These problemscan typically be con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